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Should h1 make text slightly larger than x-small? I was wondering
what the best practice is regarding the default size of font-size in

h1/h2/h3/etc classes. If you are comfortable with the browser
styling, how small (x-small) do you want the text to be? I've seen
some design elements (notably Amazon) which look like this: My
thought was "Hey, this might be an effect of the browser, but to

me, it just looks odd. If I were to try this in one of my current
projects, it would just look like really dense text." I know that

there is an element in HTML called "font-size" which is supposed
to be the "minimum font size" that is recommended, but that is

just to encourage proper sizing of the elements. The only thing I'm
slightly torn about is "why"? Should one just go with the flow and
default and assume that if there is a way to be comfortable that
there is a way to be too comfortable? How about when using a
table structure for something like grids and rows? A: This is a

question that I thought about a couple of times, but never
definitively answered. I think the answer is Yes, but there's a

caveat. In my experience, the default page margins allow me to
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